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Family Council slams Labor/Green Policy
Left-leaning government policies at State and Federal level
have trashed morality and freedoms in ways that would have
shocked and appalled the men and women who defended and
built this nation.
Policies announced by Left-wing parties seeking government
would force hospitals, doctors and nurses to violate
conscientious beliefs and terminate babies even hours before a
normal healthy birth.
The Left’s promotion of radical gender ideology has caused
massive increases in cases of gender confusion in primary and
secondary schools. It allows boys to enter girls’ toilets and
change rooms, violating their privacy and safety and
increasing the incidents of voyeurism. It leads to dangerous
chemical and surgical mutilation of minors in attempting the
impossible - to change sex - despite evidence that it is neither
advisable nor safe in the long-term.
The ‘Safe Schools’ program favoured by the Left is tantamount
to grooming children for sexual abuse and leaving them
vulnerable to trolling paedophiles. Their radical “progressive”
policies will produce confused and demoralised children who
will have trouble establishing stable families free of abuse and
violence.
If the Left wins in May, freedom of speech and religion will be
further restricted and the Ruddock Review into Religious
Freedom recommendations will never see the light of day.
The Family Council of Victoria urges voters to reject the Left’s
cultural Marxist philosophies by electing candidates who will
overturn ‘progressive’ policies which trash community
standards to the detriment of traditional family values,
personal freedoms, and the nation’s future.
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